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DETERMINANT OF COMPLEXES AND HIGHER HESSIANS

FERNANDO CUKIERMAN

ABSTRACT. Let X C pr be a smooth algebraic curve in projective space, over an algebraically
closed field of characteristic zero. For each m E N, the m-flexes of X are defined as the
points where the osculating hypersurface of degree m has higher contact than expected, and
a hypersurface H C pr is called a m-hessian if it cuts X along its m-ftexes. When X is a
complete intersection, we give an expression for a (rational) m-hessian as the determinant of a
complex of graded free modules naturally associated to X.
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§1 Introduction.

Our purpose in this artic1e is to extend a weil known fact in the theory of algebraic curves,
namely, that the Hessian of a plane curve intersects the curve in its flexes.

To recall the motivating situation, let X C }p2 denote a smooth algebraic plane curve,
given by an equation F = 0 of clegree d ~ 2, over an algebraically closed field k of charac
teristic zero. The Hessian of F is defined as H1 (F) = det H(F), where

is the Hessian nlatrix of F, anel the flexes of X (or I-flexes, as they will be called below)
are the points where the tangent line has contact three or lllore. The fact refereel to before
is that (H1(F) = 0) n X coincides with the set of flexes of X (anel thc multiplicity of
intersection equals the weight of the Rex, elefined below).

At each point x E X there is a unique conic, the osculating conic, that has lnaximal
contact with X. Also, thcre is a finite nunlbcr of points, thc 2-flexes of X, wherc the
osculating conic has contact six or lllore. Cayley posed hinlSelf the question of fincling a
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2 F. CUKIERMAN

2-Hessian, that is, a covariant curve H2 (F) that cuts X along its 2-fiexes. He found the
expression

H 2 (F) = (12d2
- 54d + 57) h2 Jac(F, h, fl H ) + (d - 2)(12d - 27) h2 Jac(F, h, OF)

+40(d - 2)2 h Jac(F, h, w)

where h = H1 (F), 0 = (D tH(F)* D)h, 'lr = (Dh)t H(F)*(Dh), D = (8/8xo, 8/8xl' 8/8x2)
and H(F)* is thc adjoint matrix of 2 x 2 minors of H(F). Cayley's notation Ou and OF
stands for certain first partial derivatives of f2, see loc. cit. \Ve renlark that Cayley deals
with scxtatic points, that is, 2-flexcs that are not 1-flexes; for this rcasou wc multiplicd his
fornnIla by h.

110re gcnerally, for each rn = 1,2,3, ... one l11ay consider osculating curves of degree rn
and the corresponding rn-Hexes, thus obtaining a constellation of distinguished points on X.
The problem of finding a covariant rn-Hessian for m, > 2 does not seel11 to have been solved
in the classical literature.

Another direction of generalization is to curves in lüghcr dinlcnsional projective spaces.
There is a faidy simple fornlula for a 1-Hessian for cOlllplete intersection curves in p3 due to
Clebsch ([8], Art. 363). In thi'i article we will obtain some infonuation about rn-Hessians
for cOluplete intersection curves in wr.

In order to considcl' thc luore general situation, we recall at this point some terminology
regarding flexes. Let X be a snlooth connected complete algebraic curve over k and L a line
bunclle ovcr X. The different orclers of vanishing at x of sections B E HO (X, L) constitute a
finite set \vith n + 1 := dinlkHO(X, L) eleluents, and when written in increasing order

ak(x) < ... < a~(x)

it is called the vanishing sequence of L at x. The nunlbel' w L (x) = I:~~o ar (x) - i is called
thc wcight of L at x, and x is saicl to be an L-flex if w L (x) > 0 01', equivalently: if there
exists a section s E HO (X, L) vanishing at x to order at least din1k HO (X, L).

The divisor of L-flcxes is defined as the divisor I:XEX wL(x) Xj it luay be given a dcter
minantal expression as folIows: let

denote the hOlllomorphism obtained by composing thc natural homolllorphisl11
HO(X, L) ~k Ox ~ Land the universal differential operator L ----t Px/k(L) with values
in the rank n + 1 bundle of principal parts of order n of L (see §2). It may be shown
(see (PL [ACGHl) that the divisor of L-ftexes is equal to the divisor of zeros of I\n+l T .

If we choose an isomorphism 1\n+ 1HO (X, L) ~ k then 1\n+ 1T corresponds to a section
w L E HO (X, 1\n+ 1pr;;/k (L )) that will be called the Wronskian of L.

Now suppose that our curve X sits in a projective space IPk. If H c IPk is a hypersurface,
we say that H is a L-Hessian if H cuts X along the divisor of L-flexes. Notice that a
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necessary condition for an L-Hessian to exist is that /\1t+lPX/k (L) I"V 0 x (N) for sOlue
N E N. Assuming that such an isoillorphism exists and has been chosen, an L-Hessian is
more precisely defined as a hypersurface H of degree N that restriets on X to W L.

If f : X ---+ S is a family of snlooth curves in pr and L is a line bundle on X such that f* (L)
is locally free of rank n + 1, we deHne a relative L-Hessian to be an effective Cartier divisor
'H c Ps that restricts on X to the relative L-vVronskian W/,L E HO(X, /\n+ 1P'l/s(L) 0
(/\n+1f* f*(L))-1), obtained from the natural honlomorphism

Dur general goal is then to write down an L-Hessian in case the family is the universal family
parametrized by a Hilbert scherne, for a certain choice of L. The Hessian is also required
to be invariant under the natural action of the projective group, a condition that implies
that one has a Hessian on each family of curves of fixed degree and genus, cOlllpatible with
pull-back.

We shall concentrate on the case of the universal family of conlplete intersection curves of
multi-degree (d}, ... , dr-d in pr, choosing L = O(m,) for a certain m E N. The first remark
about this case is that an m-Hessian for an individual curve X exists: since 0:X-/k I"V Ox(d)
for same dEN it easily follows that the Wronskian 'W L is a section of CJx (N) for some
N E N, anel since X is projectively normal WL lifts to PI;.

For this family, our goal anlounts to the construction of a polynomial GLr +1(k) eqllivari
ant map

r-l

Hm : TI Symdj (kr+l) ---+ SymN (kr+1)
j=1

such that for each SlllOOth completc intcrsection curve X = (FI = ... = Fr - 1 = 0) the
hypersurface Hm(F}, . .. , Fr-d is an m-Hcssian for X. In (5.11) we give a proof of existence
anel essential uniqueness of such a lllap H m , also computing its degrec in each variable. In
(5.19) we give a constructive elescription of a rational m,-Hcssian.

The formulas of Hesse, Cayley and Clebsch are given as thc detenninant of an explicit
matrix of differential operators applied to the Fi . What we shall do in this article is to express
m-Hessians as the Div (see [KM]) of a complex of graded free 1110dulcs. The differentials in
this complex will be explicit lnatrices involving derivatives of thc polynomials Pi.

The idea of Hsing deternlinants of conlplexes for writing "ahnost cxplicit" fornlulas is
borrowed from articles by 1. Gelfand, 11. Kapranov anel A. Zelevinsky; these authors took
such an approach to give an cquation for the dual hypersurface of a projective variety.

To explain Ollr construction, let us first observe that lifting the Wronskian 'WL to projective
space would bc inlmecliate if the hOlllomorphisnl T : HO(X, L) 0k CJx ---+ pr;;/~JL) was the
restrietion to X of a homoluorphisll1 of bundles on projective space. Sincc this eIoes not
appear to be the case, we construct instead a homomorphism T of cOluplexes of graded free
modules on projective space such that fix is quasi-isomorphie to T. The expression Div(f)
is then a detenninantal elescription of a (rational, see (5.19)) Hessian.
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Bince our curve is a complete intersection, the Koszul complex provides a lifting of
HO (X 1 L) ® k 0 X . On the other hand, thc lifting of pr;;/k (L) is done in two steps: first

we use aresolution, described in §3, that involves thc modules P~r/k(O(rn)); these modules
are not graded free, anel are then replaced by graded free InodnIes by means of the Euler
sequences (2.21) and a cone construction.

A related problem, considered in [S], [E] anel [Dy], is thc. one of giving equations for
Gaussian maps associated to osculating hypersurfaces of degrce m. We plan to show in a
future article how thc present set up Inay be used to treat this question.

It is a pleasure to thank E. Bifet, .1. Burgos, R. Piene, 1\1. R,eid and D. DImer for valuable
conversations, and the 1\1ax-Planck-Institllt für 1\'Iathenlatik for its financial support and
very positive mathematical atnlospherc.
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§2 Preliminaries on differential operators.
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For ease of reference, we first review some weH known definitions and facts about differential
operators. Next we consider the graded situation, and describe the structure of the modules
of principal parts on projective spaces (see (2.25) anel (2.31)). The algebra of differential
operators on projective space is isonl0rphic to the the degree zero subring of the Weyl algebra
Inoelulo the two-sicleel ideal generatcel by the Euler operator, a known fact [BB] reproved in
(2.23) (case d = 7n = 0, n ~ (0).

(2.1) Let k be a comnultative unitary ring, A a comnultative k-algebra, lvI anel N two
A-modules and 11, a natural number. A k-linear map D : 11.1 ~ N is calleel a differential
operator of order::; n if for a11 a E A the COlnnlutator [D, a] : M ~ N, clefined by [D, a](m) =
D(am) - aD(m), is a differential operator of order:::; n - 1. Differential operators of order
:::; 0 are, by definition, the A-linear functions. Thc set of a11 the differential operators of
order :::; n from 1\1 to N will be elenoteel by

D:;lk(A1, N)

(2.2) The k-lTIodule Homk(1\1, N) ha.-s two conlmuting structures of A-module, clefined by
the fornlulas (aL)(m) = aL(m) anel (La)(m) = L(am), Le. it has a structure of (A, A)
bimoclule. The subspaces DÄ/k(1\1, N) are stable, anel henee they are (A, A)-bitnodules.

(2.3) Let D~/k(A1,N) = U~=O DÄ/k(A1, N) C Hon1k(1\1, N) be the (A, A)-bimoelule of dif
ferential operators of finite orcler. For three A-moclules, composition incluees a k-bilinear
11lap

DÄ/k(Ml' M 2 ) X DAt
/ k (1\12 , Ma) ~ D~j~(1\11' lvIa)

(this lllay be shown by ineluetion, llsing the fornlula [D 1 oD2 , a] = D1 0 [D2 , a] +D2 0 [D1 , a]).
In particular, composition defines on DA/k(A, A) a ring structure: and hence a structure of
(A, A)-bialgebra. It follows from thc Jacobi fonnula [[D1 , D 2], a] = [[D1: a], D2 ] - [[D2 , a], D 1 ]

anel incluction that the commutator of two operators of respective orders::; n anel :::; m" has
order :::; m + n - 1, that is, the graclecl algebra associateel to the filtration by oreler is
COllll11utative.

(2.4) To sinlplify the notation, we will sometimes abreviate DÄ/k(A, A) = DAlk'

(2.5) For fixecl 11,1 anel variable N, the covariant fllTIctor DÄ/k(A1, N) is representable: The
two k-algebra homomorphisnls c, d : A ~ A ®k A defineel by c(a) = CL ® 1 and d(CL) = 1 0 a
give A 0k A a structure of (A, A)-bialgebra. The kernel I = I Alk of the lllultiplication nlap
A 0k A ~ A is abi-ideal anel A 0k Alln+l has a natural structure of (A, A)-bialgebra. For
an A-moelule Al let us define the A-moelule

PÄ/k(A![) = (A 0k AII n +
1

) 0A M
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where, while taking @A we view A@kAI/n+l as an A-Inodule via d, and we provide PÄ/k (NI)
with an A-module structure via c (i.e. tensor product in the category of bi-rnodules). Then

defined by m 1---+ (1 0 k 1) 0 Amis a different ial operator of order ~ n, anel it is universal:
that is, for any N the n1ap

defined by cOInposing with dÄ/k,A1' is bijective.

(2.6) In case M = A, instead of PÄ/k(A) we shall sometiInes write PÄ/k' Thc universal

differential operator dÄ / k : A ---t PÄ / k takes the form dÄ / k (a) = 1 @k a.

(2.7) For a scheIne X over a schen1e S, with two sbeaves of Ox-modules M anel N, we
denote by 'Dx/s(lvI, N) tbe sheaf of local differential operators of order::; n, and by

dX/S,Al : A1 ---t pr;;/s(lvJ)

the universal differential operator of order ::; n with souree AI.

(2.8) If XIS is a relative loeal eon1plete intersection then we have exact sequences of 0 x
Modules

(2.9) We recall frorn [EGA IV] (16.7.3) that if lvI is quasi-coherent (resp. coherent) then
Px/s(M) is also quasi-coherent (rcsp. eoherent). If XIS is srnooth then pX/s is loeally
free, henee flat, and the funetor NI 1---+ px/s(.lVI) is exaet. The natural Inap

ltolnox (1\1, N) ---t 'Hon1ox (Px/s (A1), Px/s(N))

sending <p 1---+ p X/s (<p), is a differential operator of order::; n (and, in fact, it is universal,

see loe. cit. (16.7.8.2)).

(2.10) Suppose now that our k-algebra A is Z-graded: A = EBdEZ Ad (Z could be replaeed by
a more general senügroup, but we will not follow this line here). Vve provide the k-algebra
A @k A with the total grading assochüed to its natural bi-grading. Thc rnultiplieation rnap
A 0k A ---t A is h0I110geneous (of degree 0) anel henee its kernel I = IA / k is a homogeneous
ideal. It follows that for any graded A-modulc M, thc A-nlodule PÄ/k(M) has a natural
grading.
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(2.11) If 11/1 and N are graded A-modules, we denote

Homk(A1, N)d = {L E HOIllk(A1, N)/ L(NIm ) C Nm +d, 'v'm,}

and
DÄ/k(A1, N)d = DÄ/k(Al, N) n HOIllk(Al, N)d

If D E .DÄ/k(1\1, N)d then we say that D has order::; n anel degree d.

7

(2.12) PROPOSITION: If A is a finitely generated k-a.lgebra and Ai a finitely generated
A-module then for any N

DÄ/k(lvI, N) = EB DÄ/k(iVI, N)d
dEZ

that is, DÄ/k(NI, N) is naturally a graded A-moelule.

PROOF: Let us first observe that the natural isomorphism
a : HomA(PÄ/k(A1), N) -4 DÄ/k(A1, N) takes HOIllA(PÄ/k(A1), N)d into DÄ/k(A1, N)d
for any d. Our hypothesis imply, by (2.8), that the A-nlodule PÄ/k(M) is finitely gen
erated, and then [Bo,l] (§21, 6, Rel11ark) says that the cquality HOlllA (PÄ/k(1\I), N) 
ESdEZ HOI11A(PÄ/k(A1), N)d holds true; the proposition then follows by applying a.

(2.13) EXAl\1PLE: for a graded A-module AI, define the Euler operator E A1 E Homk(A1, 1\1)
by E A1 (m,) == d.7n for m E ltild. The equality [EA1 , a] = EA (a) for a E A, shows that E A1 is
a differential operator of order ::; 1, anel degree O.

(2.14) Now suppose A = k[xo, ... , xr ] is a polynoIllial algebra, with the Xi of degree one. V..fe
aSSU111e that the ring k contains the rational nurnbers. It is weIl known ([EGA IV] (16.11) 01'

[B)) that in this case DA/k(A, A) is isomorphie to the Weyl algebra k[xo, ... ,Xr, ao, ... ,ar],
with relations [ai, Xj] == Oij, [Bi, ajl = [Xi, Xj] = O. Every D E DA/k(A, A) ll1ay be written,
in a unique way, as a finite sunl

where Fa E A and 80 is the differential operator of order::; lai and degree -lai defined by
al 80 = TIO:Sj~r a;i. In the expression above, D is hOl11ogeneous of degree d (see (2.11)) Hf
all the Fa that appeal' are homogeneous anel deg(Fo) - lai == d for all 0:.

(2.15) Oue Illay refonnlliate (2.14) as follows ([EGA IV] (16.4.7)): The polynonüal algebra
A[y] == A[yo, . .. ,Yr] = k[x, y] has a structure of (A, A)-bialgebra clefined by the ring hOl11o
morphisms c'(F(x)) == F(x) and d'(P(x)) == F(x + y) for F(x) E A == k[x]. It is easy to
check that

a : A[y] -4 A 0k A
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defined by a (x i) = xi C9 1 anel a (Yi) = 1 C9 Xi - Xi 0 1, is an isomorphism of (A, A)-bialgcbras,
and since a(yo, ... ,Ur) = I A/k, there are isomorphisms

It then follows froIn (2.5) that tbe differential operator of order'::; n

defined by

°
is universal.

(2.16) As an A-module via c', A(y)/(y)n+l is free with basis yo for lai::; n. The grading
of PÄ/k transports to the grading in A[y]/(y)n+l such that deg(Yd = 1, and thc choice of
basis defines an isomorphisnl of gradeel A-moelules

n

A[y)/(y)n+l '" E9 A( -laI) :: E9 A(-j)(j)
lol:Sn j=O

where Al(j) elenotcs thc shift by j E Z for a graeled A-module AI.

(2.17) According to (2.10), the clenlents dXi E n~/k are homogeneous of degree one. There
fore there is an isomorphisnl of graded A-modules

sending 2:i aidxi I-t (ad. The isolllorphism (2.16) is then written more intrinsically as

n

Pn "'E9S jnlA/k = ym HA/k
j=ü

In particular, the exact sequences (2.8) split in affine space.

(2.18) (jets and polars) For F E A = k[x) elefine its j-th polar

pi (F) = L 8°(F) (dx)O
lal=j
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It follows from (2.15) and (2.17) that the clifferential operator of orcler ::; n

n

PÄ/k : A ~ E9 Symjn~/k
j=O

is universal. Notice that, according to (2.11), PA/k is homogeneous of clegree zero.

9

(2.19) Applying HOlllA (-, A) = -* in (2.17) we obtain an isolnorphislll of graded A-modules

n

DÄ/k(A, A) :::: E9 Synljn~/k *
j~O

which corresponcls to the unique representation of a differential operator clescribecl in (2.14).

(2.20) Now we consicler P = JIDk = Proj(A). If lvI is a graclecl A-nlodule, A1'" elenotes the
corresponding quasi-coherent sheaf of modules on projective space, M(d) denotes the shifted
gradecl nlodule 11,11(d)n = A1n+d anel CJp(m) = O(m) := A(m)"'.

(2.21) PROPOSITION (Euler sequences): For each n E N anel 111" dEZ there is an exact
sequence of CJp-Modules

where E = Li Xi 8i is the Euler differential operator (2.13) anel .(E - 1n) is right nlultipli
cation by (E - rn) E D~/k(A, A)o.

PROOF: To define P let us first renlark that for each multiplicative set S c A there is a
natural map

Ps : DÄ/k(A, A) ~ DS-I A / k(S-1 A, S-1 A)

whicb lnay be clefined first on clerivations {) E DerA/k(A, A) by tbe usual quotient ruIe, and
then using the fact that since A is a polynolnial algebra, DÄ/k(A, A) is generated by the

derivations. Notice that Ps prescrves degree. Now consieler D E DÄ/k(A, A)dl j E Am+k
anel g E Ak, so that f /g is a scction of CJp(m,) over the open set where 9 #- 0. Then
p(D)(j /g) is a section of CJp(m + d) over the sarne open set. Since these open sets fonn a
basis of open sets on P, this elefines the sheaf hOlllomorphism p.

It is cleal' fronl the definitions anel the Euler formula that po .(E - rn) = 0, so that we
have a complex, that we shall denote (2.21)n. vVe will prove by induction on n that this
complex is exact, starting with (2.21)0 which is clcarly exact (DA~k = 0).
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(2.22)n C0l11bining (2.21) with thc duals of (2.8), we obtain a comnlutative diagram with
cxact colulnns, where the maps denotcel p arc canonical projcction.'3

0 0 0

I 1 I
0---+ D n - 2 (d)'" .(E-rn)

Dn - 1(d)'" ---+ V~/~ (O(m), V(m + d)) ---+0)

Alk Alk

I I I
0---+ D n - 1 (d)'"

.(E-rn)
Dn (d)'" ---+ VPlk(V(m), O(m + d)) ---+0)

Alk Alk

pI pI 1
o ---+ O(d) (9 Symn-l (O~/k)*'"

e
O(d) 0 Symn(O~/k)*'" O(d) 0 Symn(O},;k)* ---+0---+ ---+

I 1 1
0 0 0

Here e is dcfined as the composition

O(d)0Symn-l(O~/k)*'"~ O(d)0Symn
-

1 (n~/k)*'" EB O(d)0Symn(O~;k)*'" ~ O(d)0Symn(O~/k)·'"

and is given by the fonnula (see (2.24))

e( L Fo (
0

) = L Xi Fa ai 00

lol=n-l a,i

In other words, e is multiplication by E in thc symlnetric algebra of the Illodule (n~Jk .)""'.

The lower row of (2.22h is elual to the usual Euler sequence

nl J 1 ""' Eo --+ HpJk --+ nAlk --+ Op --+ 0

which is known to be exact (e is contraction with E anel J is pulI-back of I-forl11s to affine
space). Thcn for any n the lower row of (2.22)n is exact, since it is obtained fr0l11 the usual
Euler sequence by applying SYI11n . Now suppose (2.21)n-1 is exact. Considering the long
exact sequence of h0l11010gy of (2.22)n it follows that (2.21)n is also cxact, which finishes
the proof.

(2.23) COROLLARY: therc are exact sequences

PROOF: we take COhOIlI010gy in (2.21) anel observe that (2.19) and thc calculation of
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cohomology of line bundles on P imply that HO(P, DÄ/k(A, A)(d)"') = DÄ/k(A, A)d and

H 1 (P, DÄ/k(A, A)(d)"') = 0 for all n E N and dEZ.

(2.24) To make the map HO(.(E-nl,)) explicit, in view of (2.19), we need to write down the
standard fornl (2.14) for D.(E - m,) for cach given D = L:o Fa Da E D~/~ (A, A)d. This is
achieveel by combining D.(E - m) = D.E - mD with the easily checked fonnula

a

(2.25) Applying 'Homo p ( -, O(m + d)) in (2.21) we obtain the following exact sequence that
clescribes the structure of pp/k (0 (711.) )

(2.26) Conlbining (2.25) with (2.17) anel (2.18) we obtain a cornmutative diagram that
elescribes the universal differential operator of order::; n for O(m,)

o~ Pp/k(O(m))

d';./k.O(m) i
O(m)

n

----+) EB(SymjO~/k)(m)'"
j=Ü

PA/k i
O(m)

n-l
.(E-m)* ffi . 1
---tl W(SyrnJOA/k)(m)'" ~ 0

j=ü

(2.27) Let HS make .(E - m)* expliciL It follows from (2.24) that .(E - m)* is given on
basis elements by

.(E - rn)*((dx)ß) = c.(dx)ß + L xi(dx)ß-e i

ßi~l

where ei E f~V+l, (edj = 8ij and c = Ißl - m for lßI < n, c = 0 for IßI = n.
In other words 1 • (E - m) * is t he direct SUfi of rnaps

where Cj is nurltiplication by j - m for j < n, Cn = 0, and € is contraction with E.

Now we take a closer look at (2.25)-(2.27); we shall 0 btain a bettel' clescription of the rnoelnIes
Pp/k(O(m)).
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(2.28)n We start by writing down the dual of (2.22)n

0 0 0

r r r
0-----.. P~/kl (O(m)) J pn-l ( )""'

.(E-m)* pn-2( )""' -----..0--+ Alk m Alk m

~r ~I ~I

0--+ Pp/k(O(m)) ~ P~/k(m)""'
.(E-m)*

P~/~(m)""' --+0)

tl 11 11
0 -----.. Symnn}:>/k 00(m) ~ (Symnn~/k)(m)""'

~

(Symn-ln~/k)(m)"" --+0--+

r r r
0 0 0

(2.29) The C0I11position of J with the projection p : PÄ/k(m)""' '" EB;=o(SYI1ljn~/k)(m)""'--t

(Synlnn~/k)(m)""'will be denoted

V' = V'rn,n : 'Pp/k(O(m)) --t (Symnn~/k)(m,)""'

It is a h0I110mOrphism botween bundles of the saI1le rank. Wo are interestecl in the bUl1clle
on the left, and since the Olle on the right is understood (it is gradeel free), we shall analyse
to what extent I.{J is an isomorphisln. The answer depenc1s on m and n anel is given in the
next Theorem.

(2.30) We need another piece of notation, nanlely

n-1

Aj(m, n):= rr (m - i)-l E Q
i=n-j

which is well definec1 as long as i i= m for n - j ~ i ~ n - 1, that is: m < n - j 01' m 2: n.
"When thc values of m anel n are unelerstooel, we will write ),j instcael of Aj(m, n).

(2.31) THEOREM: With the notation introduceel abovc, the following is truc

(a) If m < 0 01' if m 2: n then I.{J is an isomorphisul. Its inverse is given by the fornllIla

n

1.{J-1(wn ) = L Aj ej (wn )

j=O

where
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is iterated contraction with the Euler operator E.

(b) If 0 ::; m < n then there is an cxact sequence

13

where

PROOF: A typical section W of EBjl=o(Symjn~/k)(m)"-' over an (unspecified) open set will

be denoted W = 2:j=o Wj where Wj is a rational synunetric forn1 of degree j on affine
space; more precisely, Wj = 2: lal=j aa(x) (dx)a wherc the aa are homogeneous rational
functions of degree m. According to (2.25), such a W is a section of Pp/k(O(m)) if and only
if .(E - m)*(w) = O. Using (2.27) we find

n n-1 n n-1

.(E-m)*(w) = L .(E-m)*(wj) = e(wn )+Le(wj)+(j-m)Wj = Le(wj)+L(j-m)wj
j=O j=O j=l j=O

which equals zero if and only if

(*) (m - j) Wj = e(Wj+l) for all j = 0,1, ... , n - 1

Notice that with thc prescnt notation r.p is defined by <p(~j=oWj) = W n .

Now we consider our two cases.

(a) Here m - j #- 0 for 0 ::; j ::; n - 1 anel then Wj = (m - j)-l e(wj+d. It follows that all
the Wj are determined by W n anel it is easy to verify the proposed formllia for r.p-l.

(b) Since the index j = m now occurs, W n docs not determine all the other Wj anel <p will
have a non-zero kernel and cokernel. To detennine these, we separate (*) into two groups
of equations:

mwo=e(wd

(711 - 1) Wl = e(w2)
anel

o= (m - m) Wm = e(wm +l)

(-1) Wm +l = e(wm +2)

(m - n + 1) W n -l = e(wn )

Notice that there al·C no conditions on W m anel that W m deternünes Wj with 0 ::; j ::; m.
Suppose that r.p(w) = W n = O. It follows from the sccond group of equations that
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W m +l,"" W n are all zero, which implies that image(t) = kernel(<p).
On the other hand, the eondition c:(wm+d = 0 is equivalent to c:n- m(1lJn) = 0, anel it follows
that imagc( i.p) = kernel(en - m ).

Finally, the surjeetivity of cn - m follows fr0111 the surjeetivity of c, provcd in (2.22).

(2.32) If X is a scheme over ascheIne Sand <p : Al ~ N is Ci hOlll0morphism of Ox
Modules, one has an inducccl hOl11omorphislll px/s(<p) : Px /s (A1) ~ P:~/s(N) (as in (2.9))
that involves "derivatives of i.p". vVith a view towarels OUT applieations, now we nlake tbis
explieit, at least in tbe eases in whicb X is affine space and M = N = 0 x, and X is
projective spaee and 1\1 and N are (direct sums of) line bundles.

(2.33) For a ring R anel elenlent r E Riet us clenotc .T : R ~ R the operator of Illultiplication
by r. Let A be a k-algebra as in (2.5) and a E A. The operator .a ineluces a Illap (2.9)

PÄ/k(·a) : PÄ/k(A) -t PÄ/k(A)

whieh is sinlply the one indueeel by .(1 0 a) : A Q9k A -t A ®k A. In ease A is a polynolnial
algebra, under the isol11orphism a of (2.15) PÄ/k(.a) corresponels to multiplieation by

a(x+y). Using the notation ofpolars as in (2.18), sinee a(x+y) = "Lj=o pi (a), multiplication
by a(x + y) is a direet SUlll of multiplieation operators in thc sYIllnletrie algebra of D~/k

"-i i 1 j 1.p1 (a): Sym D A / k -t Syrn D A / k

for 0 :::; i :::; j :::; n.

(2.34) We remark at this point that wc also havc a homomorphisl11

.a' : P~7~(A) -t PÄ/k(A)

(as in ExaInple (3.8)) induccd by Illultiplieation by a' = 1 @a - a@ 1. It follows easily from
the definitions that its dual is the hOIllomorphisl11

( ,a] : DÄ/k(A, A) -t D~7~ (A, A)

sending D I---? [D, a] = D.a - a.D. In case A is a polynolnial algebra .a' corresponds, under
thc isomorphism a of (2.15), to Illultiplication by f::J.a = a(x + y) - a(x).

(2.35) Consider A = k[xo, ... ,xr ] anel let F E Ad be a hOlllogencous polynonüal of degree
d. Then F induees a homolllorphislll .F : Op(m,) -t CJp(m, + d) for each m, E Z, anel we
wish to describe P'l>/k(.F). Keeping track of gradings in (2.33), one ha.'l a hOlllo111orphism
of clegree zero

PÄ;k(.F) : PÄ/k(A)(rn) -t PÄ;k(A)(rn + cl)

Taking (2.25) into account, pr;;/k ( .F) is dcscribeel as the restriction of p~ / k ( .F) "'-' to the
submoelule P;;/k(O(m)). Summarizing, Pp/k(.F) is explicitly given as a direct sunl of nlaps
whieh are multiplication by polars of F as in (2.33).
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§3 Principal parts and closed subschemes.

15

In this section we study some resolutions (see (3.6) anel (3.10)) of the Inoclules of principal
parts of a closed subscheme, constructeel out of a given resolution of the structure sheaf of
the subschellle.

vVe start by recalling [EGA IV] (16.4.20):

(3.1) PROPOSITION: Let Y be a scheme over a scheme S aud f : X ---.., Y a closed
imnlcrsion cOITesponding to a quasi-coherent Ideal J c Gy. Then for any n E N thc
natural Inap /*PYjS --+ P~jS is surjective, and its kernel is the Ideal of f*Pyjs gencratecl

by f*(Oy.dYjs(J)).

(3.2) vVe remark that in the affine case where S = Spec(k), Y = Spec(A) and X = Spec(B)
with B = A/J, (3.1) is cquivalent to thc fact that thc natural map

AC9k A/(I~j~ + J C9k A + A ®k J) --+ B t6Jk B/I~jZ

is an isomorphism.

(3.3) It follows frorn (3.1) that we have an exact sequence of 0 x -Ivlodules

f *pn (J) J·P~/s(i) f*pn pn 0
YjS ) YjS --+ Xjs--+

where i denotes thc inclusion J --+ Oy. COlllbining this with thc exactness of the functor
PYjS (now assuming Y/S Slllooth) anel the right-exactness of f*, we deduce that for each
exact sequence of Oy-I\10dules

/1.
A1 ~ Oy --+ Ox --+ 0

the sequence

f *pn (;\1) f·p~/s(1-') f*p n pn 0
YjS H ) YjS --+ xls--+

is exact.

(3.4) RE:NIARK: In fact, f*P~/s(tJ,) factors through f*p~/i(Iv!). This is seen by cOlllbining
the exact sequences (2.8) and the fact that 11,(/1;1) C J, that is, f* (J--L) = 0 (as in tbc proof of
(3.10) below).

(3.5) Suppose that we are given a resolution (lvI, fL) of Ox, that is, an exact complex of
quasi-coherent Oy-:NIodules of the form

kIr ~ ... --+ A11~ !vIa = Gy --+ Ox --+ 0
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We are interested in functorially a&'3ociating to (/\1, /1,) aresolution of Px/s' continuing the
first step (3.3). More precisely, we wish (in principle, see (3.11)) to construct a cOlllplex
(lvln, {Ln) of Oy-rvIodules such that f*(A1n,Jln) is aresolution of p X/s by Ox-Moclules.

(3.6) Let us consider the case in which S = Spec(k), Y = Spec(A) and X = Spec(B) with
B = A/J, where the ideal J is generated by al, ... , as E A. We denote R = A 0k A,
I = I A / k as in (2.5) and a~ = 1 (9 ai - ai (91, and consider the Koszul complex J{(a' ) of the
elernents a~ E R. Writing V = kS this complex looks like

vVe observe that since a~ E I, the differentials Gj correspond to nlatrices with all the entries
in I, that is, Cij(Im.(/\jV (9k R.)) C 11rt+I .(/\j- I v (9k R) for any m. It follows that there is
an induced complex (interpreting Jj = R for j ::; 0)

o~ /\sV (9k H/ I n- s+l ~ ... ~ /\2V 0k R/I n- l ~ V 0k R/In --t H/p+l

that is, a cOlllplex

O sV pn- s Q.'l 2V pn-2 0'2 V pn-l Ql pn
~ /\ ®k A/k ---t ... ~ /\ ®k Alk ---t 0k A/k ---t Alk

that we shall denote PÄ/k (al, ... ,as ) = PÄ/k(a).

(3.7) PROPOSITION: Suppose that al, . .. ,as E A is a regular sequence alld that A and B
are smooth over k. Then B Q9A PÄ/k(a) is aresolution of PB/k ·

PROOF: Denote by pn thc auglnented complex B Q9A PÄ/k(a) --t Pä/k --t O. We will show
that pn is exact by induction on n. The statenlent is obvious for n = O. Assunling it for
n - 1, consider the natural surjective map pn --t pn-l and let Qn denote its kernel. The
complex Qn looks like

and it has a natural Inap, call it a, frOI11 the complex Q,n:

o ---+ 1\SV 0k Symn-s (I1/2) ---+ ... ---+ V 0k Symn-l (I / /2) ---+ Sym n (I / /2) ---+ Symn (IB/ /b) ---+ 0

Since A/k and B/k are Sillooth, all the A anel B-I11odules in the conlplexes above are locally
free. Therefore, the exact sequences 0 --t gn --t pn --t pn-l --t 0 remain exact after BQ9A-.
Using the long exact sequence of homology, we are reduced to showing that BQ9A gn is exact
for all n ~ 1. By the smoothness hypothesis again, a is an isoillorphism, anel hence we only
neeel to show that B Q9A Q,n is exact. But this c0111plex is exact because it is iSOl1l0rphic to
the n-th graelecl piece of the hOlllomorphislll of Koszul algebras
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associated to the exact sequence

o-t J/ J2 -t B 0 A f1~ / k -t nk/k -t 0

as in [I] (4.3.1.7). This finishes the proof.

(3.8) EXA11PLE: for s = 1, B = A/A.a and the resolution in (3.6) is

f

o--t B 0A p~/~ ~ B 0A PÄ/k --t PB/k --t 0

where .a' is multiplication by a' = 1 ® a - a ® 1 (see (2.34)).

(3.9) EXAMPLE: In case A = k[x] is a polynomial algebra, elenoting ßa = a(x+y) -a(x) E
A[y] for a E A, thc cOlnplex PÄ/k(al, ... ,as ) of (3.6) is inelucecl by the l(os2ul c0111plex of
ßal, ... , ßas , anel is written

Returning to the general problenl in (3.5), and keeping the notation froin there, we have
the following proposition

(3.10) PROPOSITION: Assullle Y/ S is smooth and let (lvI,Ii,) be a complex of Oy-110dllles
such that J1,j(AIj ) C J.AIj - 1 (Le. j*(I1,j) = 0) for aH j. Then for each n E N there is a
conlplex pn (M, J1,) of 0 x-110dules, functorial in (AI, 11,), of the form

where we use the convention Pf)/s = 0 for rn < O.
PROOF: Let VJ ; 1\1 -t N be a homomorphism of Gy-Modules such that f* (VJ) = 0 anel
consider the eliagram below, obtained by applying (2.8) to A1 and N

o --») 0

--»10

-~) P~/i(A1)

1p;ji(rp)

Pn-l(N)) y/s

-----+1 Py/s (A1)

1py/s(rp)

-----+1 Py/s(N)

---tl Symn(n~/s)0 A1

110rp

o ---tl Symn(n~/s)0 N

Now we apply f* and observe that f*(10<p) = 10j*(<P) = O. Therefore, f*Py/s(VJ) factors

through j·P~/i(Al); denote
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the ineluced homonlorphism.
If 'lj; : L -t Al is another homonlorphislll of Oy-Modules such that f* ('lj;) = 0 and such

that <p 0 'ljJ = 0 then an easy diagralTI chase shows that gn+1
( <p) 0 gn (1/J) = 0 for a11 n E N.

Now, given the complex (lvI , J-l) and n E N, the desired complex pn(A1,J-l) is definecl as

(3.11) REMARK: An easy cliagranl chase shows that the natural hOmOlTIOrphisnls
Tj : HO(Y,lvIj ) (9 0 X -t f*p~/i(A1j ) comnnlte with thc differentials anel hence give a
homomorphism of complexes

(3.12) REMARK: The complex pn(A1, J-L) is not necessarily f* of a cornplex of Oy-11odules
since the homomorphisnls gi (J-Lj) are in principle definecl only over X. However I in the
special situation of (3.6) the two conlplexes considereel coinciele anel are defined over Y.
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§4 Resultants, duals and Div.
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In this section we introduce some of the ideas of [GKZ] in order to motivate our construction
in §5.

(4.1) Let us consider a smooth irreducible projective variety X C P(V) over an algebraica11y
closed field k of characteristic zero. The dual variety X" c P(V.. ) is defined as the set of
hyperplanes H c P(V) such that X n H is singular.
We denote by jl the conlposition V" --+ HO(X,O(l)) --+ HO(X, P};k(O(l))) where the

second map is HO(d~;k,O(l)) as in (2.7). Then X" lnay also be elescribecl as the set of linear

forms s E V.. such that their first jet j I ( s) has a zero x EX.
If X" is a hypersurface in P(V") (whieh is the case for lnost X's) then we denote by 8x a
defining equation for X>l<, so that 8x (H) = 0 Hf X n H is singular. For example [GKZ], if X
is a Veronese variety then 8x is a discrhninant, and if X is a convenient Segre variety then
8x is a hypereleternünant.

(4.2) Let E be a vector bundle of rank r on a variety X of elirnension n, and denote by
RE C PHO(X, E) the subvariety of sections of E that have a zero x E X. It is not hard to
check that if r = n + 1 anel E is generated by its global sections then the resllltant variety
RE is an irredllcible hypersurface with degree equal to eleg en(E)j let us denote by PE an
equation for RE' As exanlples of resultants we may Inention:
(a) If X = p-n aud E = EBjt=oO(di ) then RB is the elassical resultant hypersurface, that
is, the co11ection of n + 1-tuples of polynomials Fo, ... ,Fn of degree..'5 do, ... ,dn that have a
conlffion zero x == (xo, ... ,xn ) E pn

.

(b) If X n c pr and E = Ox(l)n+l then RE is elosely related to the Chow fonn of X.
(c) If X n c pr and E = Pl/k (O(l)) then, according to the discllssion in (4.1), we have

RB n IPHo(X, 0(1)) = X"

via the natural inelllsion HO (X, 0 (1)) r-t HO (X, Pl;k (0 (1) )). In particular, clual varieties

are linear sections of resultants, and we also see that if n~ (1) ,and hence E, is generated
by global sections then RE and X" are bypersurfaces.

(4.3) It seems to be of some interest to write down explicit fonnulas for resultant polynonüals
PE. In general this is not an easy task, already for instancc in tbc elassical case (4.2)(a) for
n > 1. But I. Gelfand, 1\1. Kapranov anel A. Zelevinsky have shown that it is easy to give
an expression for a11 resultants in ternlS of a single operation, the determillant functor.

(4.4) In the literature one fincls at least two notions of cleterminant for complexes: the
Whitehcacl torsion [Bul, [1\1], [R] anel the Grothelldieck determinant functor [Bu], [KM].

In one of its variations, the Whitehead torsion is a function TR. that assigns to each
hOlllotopy equivalence i.p : E --+ F between two finite cOlnplexes E and F of finitely generated
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projective modules over a ring R, an element TR(cp) in the group [{I (R). The function
TR satisfies S0111e properties that Hlake it, in the terminology of [Bu] (1.2), a theory of
deternlinants with values in [(1 (R). The torsion of a hOlll0topically trivial conlplex is then
defined through the choice of a trivialization, see [R].

On the other hand: the Grothendieck determinant functor det : C"isx --+ Pisx is a
functor from the category of boundcd cOlllplexes of finite locally free modules over aschenle
X, with quasi-isolllorphisIllS of cOillplexes as IllorphisffiS, to the category of graded invertible
modules on X, with module isolllorphislllS as morphislllS. Thc functor clet satisfies some
properties that make it, in the ternlinology of [Bu] (1.6), a general theory of detenninants
with values in thc Picard category Pisx. The existence of det is proved in [Bll] for X affine
anel in (KI\1] for general X.

The relationship between theories of cletenrunants with values in abelian groups anel
general theories of determinants with va.lues in Picarcl catcgories is slunmarizecl in a question
by Grothenclieck [Bu], page 37.

In [KI\/I] it is also proved that det extends to the category of perfect complexes, which
means in particular that each perfect complex has associated to it a determinant line bundle,
a fact that is SOlnetitnes used to define certain line bundlcs on 1110duli spaces (see [BGS] for
exanlple). The second ingreclient of the functor det, naluely its action on morphislllS, has
special interest for HS since it leads to the Div construction: If cp : E --+ F is a morphisll1
in C'isx then there is an induced isolllorphisnl of Hue bundles clet(cp) : clet(E) --+ clet(F),
whereas if cp : E --+ F is a (good) homolllorphislll of cOlllplexes: not necessarily a quasi
isomorphism as above, then Div(~) is a Cartier divisor supported on the closed subschenle
where cp is not a quasi-isolnorphislll (see [KNI] for definition and basic propertics of Div).

(4.5) In nlore concrete tenns, thc detenninant of an exact cOll1plex of finite dimellSional
vector spaces with chosen basis is obtained as an alternating prochlct of determinants of
certain well chosen lninors of the 111atrices of the cOlllplex [GKZ,2]. A complex of graded
free 1110dules on projective space is detennined by a collection of nlatrices of homogeneous
polynomiaJs; if it is gellerically exact then we rnay fonn its detenninant D (over the function
fielel) in the previous sense, and the divisor of zeros and poles of the rational function D is
the Div of the complex.
One reasoll why this construction is only 'alnlost' explicit is that there are choices of nunors.
Another reason is that it gives a rational fllnction even in cases, like (4.6) and (5.1g), where
oue knows that the answer is actually a polynonüal.

(4.6) Returning to (4.3), suppose that E is a vcctor bundle of rank n + 1 on X n , generated
by global sectiollS. For each s E HO(X, E) denote by [((E, s) the Koszul complex, obtainecl
from 111ultiplication by s in thc exterior algebra of E

O fY'l ~ 1\8 E 1\8 A 2E 1\8 1\8 I\n+l E ------'>. 0----t LI)\ ------? ------? ! \ ------? • • • ------? ------,.

Since a Koszul complex is exact iff it is exact at the O-th spot, the resultant RE is equal to
the set of sectiol1S s such that [{(E, s) is not exact. For variable s, the conlplex above may
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be viewed as a cOlnplex K(E) on X x Y?HO(X, E), anel elenoting by p the projection onto
Y?HO(X, E), we obtain a determinantal expression für the resultant

RE = Div Rp.!((E)

Since for a cümplex Fand a line bundle L we have Div Rp*F = Div Rp* (F (9 L) ([K11],
Prop. 9 (b)), we lllay choose a vcry anlple line bundle Ox(l) on X anel replace K(E) by
!((E) (9 Ox(m) with m large so that Hi(X, (Aj E)(m)) = 0 (i > O,j 2:: 0). Then RE equals
Div of the cOlllplex (sec Cayley-Koszul complex, [GI(Z])

on thc prüjective space JJ?HO(X, E).
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§5 Hessians.

F. CUKIERMAN

In thc first part of this sectioll, which is independent of the previous three sections, we
analyse the existence and uniqueness of Hessians via a standard argument. The result is
stated in (5.11). After this, we set up the determinantal description of Hessians, which is
the lllain result of this article.

(5.1) Let f : X -t S be a smooth anel proper Illorphism of relative dimension one, where
the varieties X and S are assurned to be SIIlOOtb and irreducible. Let L be a line bundle on
X such that f* (L) is locally free of rank 71, + 1. Consieler the natural homol11orphism

of locally free Inodules of rank 71,+ 1 on X and denote by Wj,L = clct T the relative Wrollskian
and by Ff,L tbe divisor of zeros of Wf,L.

(5.2) For the linear equivalence class of Ff,L we have

wherc thc seconel equality is provecl using (2.8).

(5.3) Suppose that our fanüly of curves is embeded in projective space, so that we have a
comnlutative diagranl

x ---+1 S x Wr = y

s

q ) WT

where i is a closed elnbeding and p and q are thc canonical projections. We shall usc thc
notation Oy (d) = q* CJpr (d) anel CJx (d) = (q 0 i) >I< CJpr (d) for dEZ. The line bundle L will
be chosen to be L = OX(71l,) for a certain m E N.

(5.4) If I is the ideal sheaf of X in Y 1 frOl11 the exact seqllence

o-t I/I2
-t q>l<O~rlx = O~/slx -t O~/S -t 0

we abtain

(5.5) Let us also assume that our fcunily is tbe fanüly of smooth complete intersection
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curves of nnllti-degree (d1 , ... , dT-d in pT, so that S is an open subvariety of the product
P = Ol:Si::;r-l Pi of projective spaces Pi = IPHO(IPT, V(dd), anel X is given as

vVe elenote by Vi (1) the pull-back of CJ Pi (1) by the canonical projection S -t Pi' Also,
we write Li = p*Oi(l) 0 Gy(dd, so that X is the schenie of zeros of a regular section of
the vector bundle E = EB~==-i Li on Y. It follows that I/I2 = E* Ix anel hence CII/I2 =
-ciE = - L:i P*Cl Oi (1) + diC1 Gy (1). We obtain from (5.4)

C10k;s = (-r -1 + Ldd c10y(1) + LP*CIOi(l)
i i

(5.6) To eletermine c1f*(L), we consieler the Koszul resolution of Ox tensorecl by Gy(m,)

We start by calculating

AQE* = I\n EBL; = EB Q9Lj = EB CJy(-dJ ) 0p· Q90j(-1)
i IJI=o: JEJ IJI=o: JEJ

where J elenotes a subset of {I, ... ,r - I} anel dJ := L:jEJ dj. It follows from the projection
formula that

p*(Oy(7n) 01\0:E*) = EB HO(PT, V(m - dJ)) 0 Q9 Oj(-1)
IJ1=0: JEJ

anel that Rip* (Gy (m) 0 1\0 E*) = 0 for 1 :S i :S r - 1. This last vanishing implies that P* of
the resolution of L above is exact, as is easily seen by breaking the resolution into 3-ternl
exact sequences. Therefore,

r-1

c1f*(L) = L(-l)O CIP.(Oy(m) @ AOE*)
0=0

r-l

= L (_1)0 L hO(PT, O(m - rlJ)) L CI Gj( -1)
0=0 IJI=o: JEJ

L (_l)IJI hO(pT,O(m.-dJ)) c10j(-1)
({ J,j) fj E J}

= I: (L<-l)1J1 (m- ~J +T)) CI 0 j(-1)
;=1 J3;
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where we use the convention (~) = 0 if a < b.

(5.7) It also follows from (5.6) that

"" jJI (m - drJ + r)n + 1 = rank f*(L) = L.J (-1)
JC{l, ... ,r-l}

(5.8) Combining thc results above, we obtain

r-l

[Ff,L] = a cl Ox(l) + 2: bj clOj(l)
j=l

with a = (n + l)m + (n~1) (-r - 1 + Li dd as preclicteel by the PIticker formula [ACGH]
anel

(5.9) PR,OPOSITION: Let Ff,L anel X denote the closures of Ff,L and X in P x IPT , with
P as in (5.5). Then the equality

r-l

[Fj,L] = a Cl 0x (1) + 2: bj Cl Oj (1)
j=l

holds in Pic(X).

PROOF: Let us recall that S in (5.5) is the open subvariety of all F = (Fl , ... ,Fr-I) E P
such that F t = ... = F r - l = 0 is a S11100th CUfve, and the point of the present proof is that
IlOW we have to deal with bad F's that violate this condition. More precise1Yl let J :X --7 P
be the rcstriction of the projection p : pr x P ----t P as in (5.3): anel denote by E c X thc
subvariety where f is not smooth (E has coelimcnsion at least two in X). Let W j,L denote
the corresponcling Wronskian, defined on X - E, and Ff,L its scheme of zeros. The dass of
Ff,L in Pic(X -1::) ~ Pic(X) is given by the same formula (5.8), since the previous arglllllcnt
goes through (see [Cl). What wc need to check is that Ff,L - Ff,L does not have divisorial
components, so that the c10sures in X of Ff,!.- and Ff,L coincidc. For this, we only neecl to
consider phenomena that occur in coelinlension one in the SIlIooth variety X. First let us
look at the subvariety J C P wherc the dimension of thc fibers of ! : X -t P jumps: this
is under control since ! -1 (J) C E has no divisorial components. Next 1 let ß C P denote
thc divisor parametrizing F's such that F = 0 is a singular curve, with one node as its only
singularities. The divisor ß is irreducible, anel for F E ß the corresponcling curve F = 0
is irreclucible and it has points that are not L-flexes (i.e. its Wronskian, clefinecl away from
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the singular point, is not identically zero). Therefore, the irreducible elivisor /-1 (!~) is not
contained in FJ,L' Finally, we observe that J-l (~- ~ - J) has codiulension two, and hence
the proposition is provecl.

(5.10) Now we analyse the existence and uniqueness of m-Hessians. We use the notation
- - - r-l
y = pr X P, F = FJ,L anel F = Opr(a) l2) <&J j :;::1 Oj(bj ) with a, bj as in (5.8). Consider the
natural exact sequence of ideal sheaves on Y, twisted by :F:

The general linear group G = GLr+1(k) acts on Y, preserving X anel F, so that the sequence
above is of G-Moclules. It follows from (5.6) and Kunneth that H 1 (X,:F l2) I}( /Y) = 0, and
taking cohomology we obtain an exact sequence of finite eliInensional G-vector spaces

°~ {foru~s vanishing} ~ { forulS vanishing on} HO(p} 0_

on X m-flexes of curves ) H (X, :F®Ip / x.) = k''WJ,L ~ °
where by forms we nlean elenlents in

r-l

HO(pr x P,:F) rv HO(pr, O(a)) (90 Symbj HO(pr, O(dj ))*
j:;::1

r-I

:: Syma(kr+l) (90 Symbj Synldj (kr+l)*
j:;::1

An m-Hcssian is a G serni-invariant element in HO (X, :F (9 I F/Y ), anel hence cOITesponels
to a G-spliting of thc sequence above. Since G is recluctivc, such a spliting exists. It also
follows that if H m elenotes an m-Hessian then any other 7n-Hessian may be representecl, up
to multiplicative constant, as

r-l

H m + LGj F j

j=l

where F j is thc general polynonlial of elegree dj anel G j = Gj(x, F I , ... , Fr-d is zero or a
G semi-invariant of the appropriate ITIulti-clegree, when they exist.

To surnmarize, we nlay stute:

(5.11) PR,OPOSITION: For any T,7n, d1 , ... , dr~1 an rn-Hessian H m exists and is esen
tially tmique. It may be representeel as a fornl Hm = Hm(x, Fr, ... ,Fr-d of multi-clegree
(a, b1 , ... , br-r), where a, bj are as in (5.8).
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(5.12) It is verified that thc classical fonnulas in the Introduction have the dcgree stated in
(5.11). Notice that in a11 those cases one has'm < dj for all j, and hence bj = (ntI).

(5.13) Now we turn to the description of the complex of graded free modules representing
an m-Hessian. Let X C Pk = P be a smooth cOlnpletc intersection curve defined by the
sequence of polynomials F1 , ... , Fr -1 E A = k [xo, ... ,xr] of degrees d1 , . .. ,dr- 1 . Denote
E = EB~==-; Op(dd, SO that F = (F1 , . .. , Fr-d E HO(P, E) anel X = (F = 0). The Koszul
complex Kp

o-t Op(m) (9 t\r-l E* -t ... -t C)p(rn) (9 E~ ----t Op(m)

provides aresolution of Ox(m) by graded free C)p-Modulcs.

(5.14) Let us consider the comn1l1tative diagram of cOlnplexes of 0 x-Nloelules

p

----tl 0

--4l 0

with pn(Kp) as in (3.10), using K p for (A1,J-L), 7 as in (3.11) and n as in (5.7).

(5.15) The Euler sequences (2.25) cOlnbine to give an exact sequence of complexes of Ox
J\10dules

where (PÄ/k(F) ci9 A(rn))"" is thc complex of (3.6) 01' (3.9) with each module in the complex
twisted by m anel then sheafified, € is dcfined by duals of Euler operators .(E - 5)* as in
(2.27), for various constants 5, and l- : X ----t P is the inclusion nlap.

(5.16) REMARK: The complexes (PÄ/k(F) (9 A(m))"" are defincd on P, anel the maps € are
definec1 on P, but they conullute with the differentials of thc cOlllplex only after applying
1,* (Le. moelulo multiples of the F/s).

(5.17) It is easy to check that the upper row of (5.14) is cxact. The lower row is also exact,
as it follows from (3.7) and the long exact sequence of hOlllOlogy for (5.15). In other words,
the rnaps p are quasi-isomorphisIllS, anel hence Div(p) = O. Now [KM] (Thm. 3 (i), p. 48)
implies that

Div (7) = Div (7)

which achieves thc first step in thc elircction of lifting thc Wronskian det(T) to pr.
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(5.18) Next we would like to replace f : 11. -----7 P by a homomorphisrn of complexes of graeled
free rnoclules. This will be done by a cone construction. Consieler the diagram

11.

Tl
0 p j

I pn € ) pn-l ) 0)

°1
c

where C = cone(€)(l) = pn EB pn-l(l) is the cone complex of E shifteel by one. It follows
from [Bo, 2] (Ex. 9, p. 174) that the natural nlap a (x) = (j (:c ),0) is CL quasi-isomorphisnl,
and therefore Div(o:) = O. Defining r = 0: 0 f' we have thc equality

Div(f') = Div(r)

We state the result in the fo11owing way

(5.19) THEOREM: If r denotes the natural homomorphisrn of complexes of Ox-Modules

then Div(T) is a rational m-Hessian for X.

We need to explain what we Illeall by rational m,-Hessian anel wby they appeal' in our
statement. As IneHtioned in (5.16), the elifferent ials of thc COlllplexes in question, anel the
rnap T, are a11 given by 11latrices of homogenous polynomials, that is, they are elefineel over
P. The difficulty is that our cone C is a cOlnplex only on X, that is, tbe condition d2 = 0 is
satisfied on P only 1110dulo the Fi's. To calculate Div(r) we carry out the process of (4.5)
with these matrices of polynonlials. To do this we neeel to nutke a choice of aclInissible rninors.
Vle elon't need the condition d 2 = 0 to calculate the alternating proeluct of determinants of
the chosen minors, but different choices will give different answers, a11 equal on X (by (5.18),
compare (5.11)). These various "Div's" are quotients AlB of h0111ogeneous polynornials
on P. We obtain a finite nurnber of rational m-Hessians anel our computations seem to
indicate that none of these is a polynornial Hessian. It would be desirable to find a further
Inanipulation of these cornplexes that leads to a polynonüal Hcssian.

(5.20) For plane curves the eliagranlS above take a simpler form that perhaps it is worth
making explicit. Let X = (F = 0) c P = r 2 with F of clegree cl and fix m, E N. The basic
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diagrall1 is

o ---0 HO(F, O(m - d)) 0 OX
.F

HO(F, O(m)) 0 Ox ---0 H°(.X, O(m)) 0 Ox-lo ---00

Tl Tl Tl
0---0 t.*'F'n-1 0 (m - d) t,*'F'PlkO(m) ---0 'F'XlkO(m) ---00Pik

1 1
t, * PH -1 (m - d) '" .t::.F

t,*PÄlk(m)'"Alk
---:,.

~1 ~1

t,*P~/~(m - d)'"
.t::.F t,*pn- l (m)'"----cO

Alk

1 1
0 0

where .t1F is ilulltiplication by t1F = I:o 8Q (F) (dx)O in the sYll1metric algebra of O~/k
(see (2.34) 01' (3.9)). According to our previous analysis, thc divisor of m,-ftexes is the Div
of the double complex

HO(F, O(m - d» 0 OX
.F

I HO(F, O(m.» 0 0 x

Tl Tl
t."'pn-l (m - d)'" .t::.F t.*pn (m)'"Alk Alk

(1 (1
t.*P~/~(m - d)'"

.t::.F *pn-l ( n)'"
t. Alk 1

that is, the Div of the associated total complex

HO(P, O(m - d)) ® Ox ~HO(P,O(m,)) ® Ox EB L*P~7l(m, - d)"" ~

*pn ( )"" ffi *pn-2( d)"" 60 *pn-l( )""L Alk 'm w L Alk 171 - -t L Alk m

where 02(a) = (-F.a, -T(a)), 01 (b, c) = (c ..6.F - T(b), -E(C)) anel oo(d, e) = e..6.F - E(d).
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